Parts of a tornado diagram

Tornado diagrams , also called tornado plots, tornado charts or butterfly charts , are a special
type of Bar chart , where the data categories are listed vertically instead of the standard
horizontal presentation, and the categories are ordered so that the largest bar appears at the
top of the chart, the second largest appears second from the top, and so on. They are so named
because the final chart visually resembles either one half of or a complete tornado. The
sensitive variable is modeled as having an uncertain value while all other variables are held at
baseline values stable. For example, if a decision maker needs to visually compare budgetary
items, and wishes to identify the ten items one should focus on, it would be nearly impossible
to do using a standard bar graph. In a tornado diagram of the budget items, the top ten bars
would represent the items that contribute the most to the variability of the outcome, and
therefore what the decision maker should focus on. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
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variable Coefficient of determination. There are different types of charts used in project
management. The tornado diagram is a special bar chart that is used in sensitivity analysis. The
sensitivity analysis is a modeling technique that determines which risks have the most impact
on the project. As one of the tools used in sensitivity analysis, the tornado diagram is used to
compare the importance relative of different variables. The tornado diagram is one of the
methods used to display the sensitivity analysis. It is also used in analyzing the risk -taking
scenarios at specific risks that can have greater benefits than negative impacts. As a special
type of bar chart, it displays the comparison of the relative importance of different variables. For
this particular chart, the Y-axis contains uncertain variables at their base values while the X-axis
contains the correlation of the uncertainty to a studied and known output. Thus, the bar
contains a horizontal bar but is ordered vertically to show the uncertainties that have
decreasing correlation from the base values. Get free Project Management updates! One of the
basic seven quality tools 7QC in project Anyone who has lived through a tornado will tell you
that these are the most terrifyingly beautiful things on Earth. The amount of power that a
tornado wields is equal parts impressive, mesmerizing, and horrifying. We all love witnessing
their raw power through the images and videos captured by storm chasers, and we wait with
bated breath to see the cost of their passing. The amount of devastation that just one tornado
can cause is hard to comprehend. Since these beasts are so deadly and destructive, we have
put an uncharacteristic amount of time and effort into understanding them. A tornado-forming
storm forms like any other thunderstorm. Typically, storms form when warm, moist air is
trapped under a blanket of colder and dryer air. Cold air naturally wants to sink, and warm air
naturally wants to rise. This destabilizes the atmosphere. Eventually, the cold air will fall off to
the sides of the rising column of warm air. The rising warm air spreads into a larger volume,
which causes the air to cool. It will then cool to the point that the moisture in the air reaches the
condensation point and forms tiny droplets of water. The reaction for the moisture, which is
water in its gas form, to turn into liquid water releases heat. Depending on the atmospheric
conditions, a typical storm cloud could rise anywhere from 6 to 9 miles or 10 to 15 kilometers
above the ground. As the warm air rises, more air has to take the place where that pocket of air
once was. This is called an updraft. As it gets pulled up into the cloud, the updraft starts

traveling faster and faster. This means that near the surface, the wind may be blowing
something like 5 miles per hour, but higher up, it may be blowing something like 25 miles per
hour. This creates wind shear and starts a rotating column of air spinning horizontally, parallel
with the ground. Not very tornado-like, but if the wind is spinning hard enough for a tornado to
form and if it gets forced up in the updraft, the spinning column of air will spin like a top inside
the cloud. This is the next crucial point. If the balance between the twisting motion and the
instability release in the atmosphere is just right, a tornado will start to form. What makes a
tornado so deadly is the concentration of the spinning winds. The violently twisting winds rip
things apart, they take reinforced steel supporting beams and crush and twist them like they
were the twist ties on your bread loaves. Even the weakest tornadoes, an Enhanced Fujita scale
0, have quite a punch to them, spinning at a minimum of 65 miles per hour. It would send people
flying for several thousand feet like they were rag dolls. You also have to think about the size of
the tornado. Most tornadoes are a hundred yards across, maybe smaller. But the big ones, the
deadly ones you only ever read about, can be a mile or more wide. One tornado that hit
Oklahoma has been reported at 2. When you take the width of the tornado, and its wind speed,
tornadoes are one of if not the most deadly natural event on the planet. But us, being humans,
we like to measure things. It is broken into six categories, going from an EF0 to an EF5. EF5s
are VERY rare because to create one that strong, the storm that created it has to hit the jackpot
of conditions. So rare, they only come around once during an average lifetime. Share This
Article. More on FromQuarkstoQuasars. Keep up. Subscribe to our daily newsletter to keep in
touch with the subjects shaping our future. Topics About Us Contact Us. The material on this
site may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with
prior written permission of Futurism. Fonts by Typekit and Monotype. The humble tornado
diagram, long a staple of risk and decision analytic methods, is disarmingly simple, but it can
be surprisingly difficult to do right. Tornadoes are on my mind lately because we've recently
published a video on them:. A tornado diagram is a special bar chart which is the graphical
output of a comparative sensitivity analysis. It can also be useful as part of the analytical
project's results, giving the decision makers some insight into the uncertainties and their
potential impact. The vertical line represents the objective function value of the base case or
sometimes an expected value. Each uncertain factor in the model has its own bar, and the width
of each bar shows how much impact that factor can have on NPV when varied through a range.
Some tornado diagrams from DPL, including the one below, also use colors to indicate a
variable's potential impact on the optimal decision policy. The bars in a tornado diagram are
arranged in descending order of width, so that the diagram is essentially a ranked list of things
you should be worried about. A variable with a wide bar is called value sensitive , meaning it
can cause a large change in the value of the objective function. A variable that can cause you to
change your preferred decision alternative -- such as one with a color change in the DPL Base
Case tornado to the right -- is called decision sensitive. Both are important. A good tornado
diagram is one that gives a fair ranking of the value and decision sensitivity of a decision
problem to several risk factors. Fair means we're not letting quirks of the model structure, or
our own laziness, obscure the true importance of the factors. Why is it important to have a good
tornado? A tornado diagram is a step along the way to a quality decision. The tornado informs
your decisions about modelling, rather than the actual decisions that are the subject of the
analysis. Tornado diagrams are intuitive and are often shared as part of the final results, but
keep in mind that knowing which risk factors have the most impact is different than knowing
what you should do. Sometimes the bar at the top of the tornado is irrelevant to the decision: it
produces big swings in value, but affects all strategies equally. Value sensitivity is something
we always want to know about, but if we have decisions to make, the the decision sensitive
factors can't be ignored. Decisions are where management action can make a difference. What
about bad tornado diagrams? There are plenty of ways to generate a bad tornado. In most
cases, the impulse that leads you astray is the understandable desire for objectivity. Shouldn't
we rely on a consistent set of rules rather than making every tornado essentially hand crafted?
This is where things get subtle. But a naive attempt to be mechanically consistent will often
result in a tornado that is logically inconsistent. The following are some popular ways to do it
wrong:. I hope I've shed some light on this question. The answer is because we want to help
you create a good one! Skip to main content. Contact My Account Cart. Search form. What
Constitutes a Good Tornado Diagram? Tornadoes are on my mind lately because we've recently
published a video on them: Creating a Tornado in DPL So what is a tornado diagram? Tornado
Diagram. Basically, the tornado diagram is a typical display format of the sensitivity analysis. A
Tornado diagram, also called tornado plot or tornado chart, is a special type of Bar chart, where
the data categories are listed vertically instead of the standard horizontal presentation, and the
categories are ordered so that the largest bar appears at the top of the chart, the second largest

appears second from the top, and so on. They are so named because the final chart appears to
be one half of a tornado. This diagram is useful for sensitivity analysis â€” comparing the
relative importance of variables. For example, if you need to visually compare budgetary items,
and identify the largest ten items, it would be nearly impossible to do using a standard bar
graph. However, in a tornado diagram of the budget items, the top ten bars would represent the
top ten largest items. This is applicable to wide range of project domains â€” Financial,
Constructions,
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Software, Sales, Services, etc. Tornado diagram can be used for analyzing sensitivity in other
project constraint cost, time, quality and risk objectives also. The longer the bar, the greater the
sensitivity of the project objective to the factor. The factor that have the greatest impact is
located at the top, and the bar ends indicate the low and high value of the factor. It assists the
project manager in focusing on the most critical variable of the project, sort and prioritize the
variable according to their impact on the project objective, realize how much the value of the
project is impacted by the uncertainties of the project, and decide where you need to invest any
additional efforts. Sign me up for updates! Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me
of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. PM for the Masses. Leave a comment. Cancel reply Sign me up for updates! Connect
with Cesar I'm Cesar Abeid, your host.

